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SUMMARY

Larceny

19-116558

Westmayer Place

Stolen
Vehicle

19-116590

Old Kings Rd N
Palm Coast

Suicide

19-116582

Cherokee Dr

Notification
Welfare
Check

19-116822

Belvedere Ln

Baker Act

19-116655

Pickston Ln

RP reported that he allowed people on his property to tear down
and remove an old garage on his property, allowing them to keep
the old lumber from the demo. The subjects worked on the project
for a few days. Today, RP noticed that some 2x4’s, 3 sheets of new
plywood, and several gallons of paint were missing from the new
construction home he is building near the old barn that was being
torn down. Before he allowed the people to start the work, RP had
them all sign a hold harmless waiver, so he had their names. His son
located the vehicle the males were using parked in front of 500
Palm Ave. Deputies responded and were able to make contact with
the owner of the vehicle, O1. O1 advised he did not realize that
anyone put any new lumber or paint into the bed of his truck. O1
unloaded the lumber and debris from his truck bed and separated 2
pieces of new plywood from the rest of the debris, along with 5
gallons of paint that he said did not belong to him. RP responded to
5000 Palm Ave and recovered the plywood and paint. Charges
forwarded reference the theft.
Delayed report from 12/16/19. Vehicle owner went in to shop at
the Dollar General on 12/16 and discovered her 1997 gray and
white Dodge Pickup was missing. She waited to report the incident
until after she made contact with the co-owner of the vehicle. Once
she confirmed that he did not have the vehicle, she went to the
PCDO to report it stolen. Vehicle entered into NCIC as stolen.
Upon Law Enforcement arrival, a 23 year old male was located in a
rear bedroom lying on his back. The male was shallow breathing
and had a very weak pulse. AirOne was contacted and transported
a trauma alert patient to Halifax in Daytona.
RP is employer calling in a welfare check on an employee who is
approximately 67 years of age. Deputies along with the fire
department made forced entry to the residence. The male was
located in the master bedroom suffering from a medical
emergency. The male was transported to the hospital where he is
expected to make a full recovery. Report made Deputy S. Smith
Adult male was secured under Baker Act.

